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SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

DCR30 is designed for functional test of close and trip release coils on high voltage circuit breakers with 

reduced voltage and should be used in the switchyard along with a Switch Analyser. The input voltage is 

obtained from the existing DC voltage (Station Battery) in the switchyard. The output voltage of DCR30 should 

be connected to coil input on a Switch Analyser. 

ORDER NR. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 

S149-DCR 1 pcs DCR 30 Direct Current Reducer 

 2 pcs Red instrument cable 2,0m 

 2 pcs Black instrument cable 2,0m 

 1 pcs 
(optional 
see notes) 

BLUETOOTH 2.1 USB ADAPT (This product is subject to export control when exported from 
the European Union. Valid countries outside the E.U. is Australia, Japan, Canada, New 
Zeeland, Norway, Switzerland, Liechtenstein and USA.) 
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ELECTRICAL SAFETY REGULATIONS  

 DCR30 meets the electrical safety requirements of EN61010-1 overvoltage category 4.  

 DCR30 is intended for use in substation environment with connectivity to 48-250VDC.  

 The operation of DCR30 may only be done by trained personnel 

 Always follow local safety precautions when working with high voltage circuit breakers. 

 During the test, the test object always be disconnected from the high voltage grid. 

 Connecting the equipment may only be carried out with no voltage connected. 

 The input voltage 48-250VDC to DCR30 has to be protected by a fuse of max 32A and fitted with a 2-pole 
safety switch.  

 Connecting and switching cables may only be made when the safety switch is in the off position. 

 DCR30 is enclosed in a plastic box that lacks a ground connection. 

 DCR30 may only be connected with cables approved according to EN61010-1 Cat 4. 

 When replacing a fuse in DCR30. You must first break the input voltage with the safety switch, and then, 

all connection cables are disconnected from the 4 sockets, before the box gets opened and fuse is 

replaced. See Chapter; Internal Fuses. 

PROTECTION 

DCR30 has the following protections.  

 Electrical safety protection against failure cases according to EN61010-1 is met with internal fuses.  

 DCR30 is protected against any possible incorrect connections with internal fuses.  

 DCR30 is protected against over-current of the output with an electronic current limitation at 40A. 

 DCR30 is software protected by the means of automatic shutdown when voltages are below 45 and above 

255 Volt DC or temperature on the internal heat sink is more than 100⁰ Celsius. 

INTERNAL FUSES 

The device has 3 high performance fuses 10-12A/1000VDC with 30kA breaking capacity in size 10x38mm. The 

fuses are marked in the layout screen printing with S1, S2 and S3, and may only be replaced by fuses. 

 SIBA 5019906.10 10A 1000V 10x38 

 Bussmann PV 12A10F 12A 1000V 10x38 

When replacing a fuse in DCR30 the input voltage must first be disconnected with the safety switch, and then, 

all connection cables are disconnected from the 4 sockets before the box gets opened. Thereafter the bottom 

of DCR30 is removed with 4 screws and make the 3 fuses accessible. 

OVER TEMPERATURE AND VOLTAGE PROTECTION 

DCR30 has no active cooling. So to 

prevent the risk of over-temperature and 

reduce heat when running at 100% 

output voltage, the DCR30 will 

automatically reduce its output voltage 

to 85% of input voltage. To restore the 

voltage to 100% the Voltage adjustment knob is pressed. If the temperature on the internal heat sink is too 

high >90⁰ Celsius the voltage cannot be restored to 100% because the unit is too hot. If the temperature on the 

internal heat sink is >100⁰ Celsius or Voltage is <45 or >255 VDC the DCR30 will shut down to protect itself. If 

this occurs the DCR30 needs to be disconnected from DC input voltage and cannot be started until the correct 

input voltage is connected or until it has cooled down.  

INPUT VOLTAGE TIMEOUT AT 100% OUTPUT AFTER TIMEOUT 

>255VDC 1 Second or >100⁰ Celsius Shutdown of unit 

>150VDC 10 Minutes or >90⁰ Celsius 85% of input voltage 

<150VDC 15 Minutes or >90⁰ Celsius 85% of input voltage 

<45VDC 1 Second or >100⁰ Celsius Shutdown of unit 
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OPERATION DESCRIPTION 

DCR30 is designed to test the lowest operating voltage on the control coils in high voltage circuit breakers in 

substations.  

Test of the lowest operating voltage is carried out manually with DCR30 Voltage adjustment knob and close 

and open control buttons on Switch Analyser, or automatically using computer and ELCON BTS Software. 

CONNECTION 

O.B.S  Read Chapter Electrical Safety Regulations before connection. 

Connections are made as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Input voltage to DCR30 can range from 48VDC to 250VDC max. The input voltage is connected with positive to 

the red terminal, and negative to the black terminal. 

Output voltage from DCR30 is adjustable from 15VDC up to 100% of the input voltage. Output voltage is 

connected with positive to the red terminal, and negative to the black terminal. 

The voltage regulating electronics in DCR30 DC / DC converter placed between the red terminals. The DC / DC 

converter is overcurrent protected and working on the principle step down. I.e. output voltage ≤ input voltage. 

The red input and output terminals represents the unit plus side and is protected by separate 10A fuse. (See 

Figure 1.)  

Black and input and output terminals represents the unit minus side (0V). The terminals are connected 

internally with a 10A fuse. (See Figure 1.) 

STARTUP 

DCR30 have a inrush currents protection when connected to DC Voltage. If rapid on / off / on power switching 

sequences. (<10 seconds) takes place the DCR30 will not start.  

When disconnecting the input voltage must be disconnected for at least 10 seconds to make the DCR30 start. 

When the correct input voltage 48 - 250V DC is connected to the DCR30 it begins booting the software. The 

status LED will blink at start-up and when output voltage is adjusted. After about 3 seconds when the status led 

is constant ON DCR30 is ready for operation.  

After start-up the output voltage is set at full input voltage (100%). 

If the unit is not starting correctly. Please see chapter Troubleshooting. 

Caution  O.B.S! In 100% output mode the DCR30 can deliver high current (up to 40A). Current limit function 

is active and protects against over-current, output is short circuit proof and current limited to <40A. 
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STATUS LED 

The status LED will blink at start-up and when output voltage is adjusted. When the status led is constant ON, is 

DCR30 ready for operation. 

STATUS LED MEANING 

Solid Green DCR30 ready for operation 

Blinking Green DCR30 busy / adjusting voltage. 

Fast Blinking Green DCR30 error. 

OFF DCR30 has no valid voltage input 
48-250VDC or power off / on cycle 
was too fast < 10 seconds. 

  

OUTPUT VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 

The output voltage is adjustable, either to 100% of the input voltage, or 30% to 85% of the input voltage. The 

output voltage can also be adjusted for 30% and over 85% of the input voltage, typically when from about 15V 

up to the input voltage value minus 8 volts. This area is outside the specified range and may have discrepancies 

in performance. 

If the status LED is blinking, the unit is not ready for operation, and the output current is limited to 6mA to 

allow voltage measurement by Switch Analyser or external voltmeter.   

The output voltage can be adjusted in two ways;   

 With the integrated digital voltage adjustment knob.  

 With Bluetooth via ELCON BTS11 V1.5.0.15 or later software. 

Both adjustment methods works in parallel, i.e. adjustment of the output voltage can be made with the 

potentiometer after the value is set with Bluetooth. 

VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT KNOB 

 When the knob is turned clockwise to increase the output voltage. 

 When the knob is turned counter clockwise to decrease the 

output voltage. 

 When the knob is pressed down 100% output voltage is obtained.  

 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE AREAS 

 100% of the input voltage at full capacity 

 Adjustable 30% to 85% of the input voltage at full capacity 

 Adjustable 15 Volt to 30% and 85% to 100% minus 8 volts, with some limitation in performance. 

 Max pulse length to the release coil is 400 milliseconds at less than 100% output voltage 
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MANAGING BLUETOOTH  

INSTALLING BLUETOOTH ADAPTER ON A LAPTOP THAT ALREADY HAS BLUETOOTH. 

Two Bluetooth adapters may not interact with 
Windows. Therefore, the internal adapter needs to 
be disabled before the USB Bluetooth adapter in 
connected. 

Open Device Manager by clicking the Start button , 
Control Panel, System and Security and then click 

Device Manager under System.  If you are 
prompted for an administrator password or 
confirmation, follow the prompt. 

Expand Bluetooth Radios.  

 

 

 

Right-click the driver for your Bluetooth Receiver. 

 

Click Disable to disable the device. Click Yes in the 
following dialog. 

 

Then connect the Bluetooth USB Adapter to your 
computer's USB port. 

 

A new Bluetooth adapter together with Microsoft 
Bluetooth Enumerator will be shown under 
Bluetooth Radios 
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CREATE BLUETOOTH CONNECTION  

Right-click the Bluetooth  icon in the 
status bar. 

If no Bluetooth icon appears, click the 

arrow  to show all hidden icons. 

If you still cannot find the Bluetooth 
icon, your computer is probably not 
equipped with Bluetooth. 

 

Click Show Bluetooth Devices  

 

 

 

 

Click Add a device 

 

Select DCR30-XXXX * and click Next.

 

DCR30 connected. 

 

If no DCR30-XXXX * found verify that 
DCR30 the voltage supply at least 48Volt 
and that you are not too far away from 
the unit (< 100 meters clear sight). 

* XXXX is the serial number on the unit. 

 

Now the Bluetooth device is paired with 
a code. 

If your computer is equipped with 
Bluetooth version 2.1 and later, paired 
the devices together automatically with 
a code (see picture). 

O.B.S! If you have an older version of 
Bluetooth than 2.1, you must enter the 
pairing code to DCR30.  

The code you enter is 1234. 

Click Next to continue. 
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When the wizard is finished, you can 
close the wizard by clicking the Close 
button. 

 

To find out which COM port that DCR30 
got right click on DCR30-XXXX and click 
Properties. 

 

Click on the Services tab. 

 

Note the COM port DCR30 got (COMxx). 
  

TROUBLESHOOT BLUETOOTH CONNECTION 

Right click on DCR30-XXXX and click 
Troubleshoot. 

Follow the instructions in the wizard. 

 

REMOVE A BLUETOOTH CONNECTION  

Right click on DCR30-XXXX and click 
Remove device. 

Click Yes in the dialog box to remove the 
connection. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 

Error Cause Solution 

NO VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

Less than 48 V DC Input Voltage Increase the input voltage to 48 volt. 
See Chapter Protection 

More than 250 V DC Input voltage Decrease the input voltage to 250 
volt. 
See Chapter Protection 

Blown Fuse See Chapter Internal Fuses 

NO CURRENT OUTPUT 

If the status LED is blinking, the unit 
is not ready for operation, and the 
output current is limited to 6mA to 
allow voltage measurement. 

Wait until Status LED is solid green 
before making a operation. 
See Chapter Output Voltage 
Adjustment 

NO COMMUNICATION 

No Bluetooth connection 
established? 

See Chapter Create Bluetooth 
connection 

Problems with Bluetooth connection. See Chapter  

If the problem persists, follow the 
instructions in chapter Remove a 
Bluetooth connection and then 
chapter Create Bluetooth connection 

Too great a distance between DCR30 
and Computer 

Move computer closer to the DCR30 

NO STATUS LED 

Disconnection and connection of 
DCR30 occurred too rapidly. Less 
than 10 seconds. 

Unplug DCR30 for more than 10 
seconds. 

Less than 45 V DC Input Voltage Increase the input voltage to 48 volt. 
See Chapter Protection 

More than 255 V DC Input voltage Decrease the input voltage to 250 
volt. 
See Chapter Protection 

Blown Fuse See Chapter Internal Fuses 

RAPIDLY BLINKING 
STATUS LED 

Internal temperature too high. Disconnect the input power and let 
the unit cool down. 

STATUS LED FOR ONE 
SECOND AND THEN NO 
STATUS LED.  

Less than 45 V DC Input Voltage Increase the input voltage to 48 volt. 
See Chapter Protection 

More than 255 V DC Input voltage Decrease the input voltage to 250 
volt. 
See Chapter Protection 
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SPECIFICATION  

INPUT: EN61010-1 Cat 4-Input voltage 48-250 Volt DC only, up to 32A. 
 

PROTECTION AGAINST WRONGFUL 
INSTALLATION: 
 

Yes, with fuse. 

REDUCED STARTING CURRENT: Yes, ≤ 1uF input capacitor. 
 

OUTPUT:  100% of the input voltage or adjustable 15VDC for input voltage minus 8V 
Full capacity at 30 - 85% and 100% of the input voltage  
 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE RIPPLE: < 3%  
 

OUTPUT CURRENT: < 30A intermittent at performance test on the release coil.  
< 400 ms pulse time for release coil. 
< 6mA continuously when setting the output voltage.  
The output is short circuit proof and current limited to < 40A.  
 

OPERATION: Intermittent. 
< 250ms, one or two pulses per > 15 seconds.  
< 5 pulses per minute.  
< 30 pulses per 8h.  
Triggering of power to the trip or close coil is made with Switch Analyser.  
Triggering of current to trip or close coil occurs at the coil current > 0.5 A. 
 

LOAD: Inductive (TC). 
 

REGENERATIVE ENERGY:  DCR30 is not intended to address the regenerative energy from the trip coil after a test 
pulse. Elcon Switch Analyser feeds no energy back to DCR30. 
 

OUTPUT:  < 3000 W intermittently at the performance test on the trip coil.  
 

CONNECTIONS: 4 x 4mm Shockproof sockets 250V, CAT 4, 32A, Multi-Contact SLB4-G  
Input / output plus (+), 2 pc red 4mm socket.  
Input / output minus (-), 2 pcs black 4mm sockets.  
External connection for input, safety lab cord max 2x2, 5m 2.5 mm2 
External connection to output, safety lab cord max 2x2, 5m 2.5 mm2 
 

COMMUNICATION: Serial communication via Bluetooth ® version 2.1 module 
Support for version 2.1 + Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) 
Backward compliant with Bluetooth version 2.0, 1.2, and 1.1 
Scope <100 meters (Line of sight) Baud rate 115.2 K baud 
Data size 8-bit 
Parity None 
Stop bits 1 
Flow control None 
 

TEMPERATURE RANGE: - 20 ° - +45 ° Celsius ambient operating temperature.  
- 40 ° - +70 ° Celsius ambient temperature during storage. 
 

MOISTURE:   Relative humidity (non-condensing):  0% - 97% during operation.  
        0% - 97% on storage.  

HEIGHT:   < 2000m above sea level during operation. 
< 12000m above sea level in storage. 
 

IP:  IP40  
 

MECHANICS:  Size, L = 168mm, W = 108mm, H = 83mm (67mm excluding knob)  
Weight 725g  
Colour, Black  
DCR30 has no cooling fan. 
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CE APPROVAL 

 

 


